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Abstract.
We present an algorithm for ray tracing displacement maps that requires no additional storage over the base model. Displacement maps are rarely used in ray
tracing due to the cost associated with storing and intersecting the displaced geometry. This is unfortunate because displacement maps allow the addition of
large amounts of geometric complexity into models. Our method works for models composed of triangles with normals at the vertices. In addition, we present a
special purpose displacement that creates a smooth surface that interpolates the
triangle vertices and normals. Thus two adjacent triangles which share two vertices and normals will be smoothly interpolated. This displacement can be added
to the displacement associated with the object. The combination allows relatively
coarse models to be displacement mapped and ray traced with much less storage
and fewer artifacts due to tessellation.
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Introduction

Visually rich images are often generated from simpler models by applying displacement maps to increase surface detail (Figure 1). Displacement maps are a special type
of offset surface, and are usually assumed to perturb surface positions a small distance
using some function. Images with displacement maps are usually computed using explicit subdivision [3]. The displacement is often a semi-random procedural function
that uses Perlin-style noise [11]. Somewhat surprisingly, displacement maps are almost
never used in ray tracing. This turns out to be for entirely technical reasons; a straightforward implementation would need to store more micropolygons than would fit in
main memory on most computers [4]. For this reason, sophisticated caching strategies
have been suggested [12]. Although caching strategies work well for a variety of applications they are problematic for applications that resist reordering such as Metropolis
Light Transport [15]. Alternatively, explicit numeric root-finding can be used, provided
the displacements can be nicely bounded [5, 8]. A third approach that could work for
displacement mapped surfaces is the recursive subdivision scheme used for procedural
geometry by Kajiya[6]. This approach requires knowing tight bounds over each subdivided region of the displacement function in order to be efficient. Because most global
illumination algorithms require ray tracing, it is desirable to find a simple way to add
displacement maps to ray tracing programs. This would allow realism in both global
lighting complexity and local geometric complexity.
We introduce a method for ray tracing polygonal models with displacements that
avoids complex strategies by restricting the allowable base geometry to triangle meshes
with vertex normals. Although this is a narrow class of modeling primitive, almost all
other modeling primitives can be converted to triangle meshes in a practical manner.
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Fig. 1. An image of a complex object created by displacement mapping an icosahedron. The
figure is ray traced with global illumination. Only twenty triangles are stored.

The key problem with triangle meshes is the well-known faceting artifacts. However,
we show how to use a deterministic spline displacement function to smooth tessellated
models. While we have restricted how our base models must be represented, we feel
the resulting benefits in computation and storage make up for this restriction.
In Section 2 we give an overview of our assumptions on the model and the restrictions we impose for our algorithm. In Section 3 we present the ray intersection algorithm for triangles with displacement functions. The requirements for a displacement
function used to smooth triangle meshes is discussed in Section 4. Images resulting
from the algorithm are shown in Section 5. Finally, we discuss future directions for the
work in Section 6.
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Overview

The inspiration for our method comes from the REYES rendering architecture [3]. That
simple architecture has worked well for almost two decades, and relies on three simplifying assumptions related to displacements:
• displacements are bounded in distance,
• base surfaces know how to subdivide themselves,
• subdividing the displaced base surfaces into a net of simple sub-pixel patches
provides sufficient accuracy.
We borrow these assumptions directly. By assuming that a finely subdivided model
provides sufficient accuracy, we can use micropolygon normals directly, so no deriva2
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Fig. 2. A set of points with normals partitions space into cells (one is shaded) which can be
traversed in order by a ray. This observation holds in 3D as well. An analogous partition can be
added within each cell.

tive properties of the displacement need be known. We also add the assumption that
the displacements are along the direction of the interpolated normal. Although this is
more restrictive than the displacement mapping found in the REYES architecture, it is
the type of displacement mapping found in Maya[1]. For the intersection method, first
imagine a base surface being “carved up” with a set of vertices and normals (Figure 2).
Within each partition we could displace a triangle whose vertices lie along projected
normal vectors from the base surface. If one considers a given triangle under all possible displacements, it sweeps out a 3D region in space. For reasonably well-behaved
surfaces, adjacent triangles have adjacent regions. The shape of the boundaries between
these regions depends on how the normal vectors of base geometry behave. If one imagines all the regions swept out by all triangles, each triangle forming a “column” in space,
the possibility of a traversal algorithm presents itself. If the base geometry is a plane
then all displacements are perpendicular to the plane and the traversal algorithm would
be similar to that usually used for ray intersections with height fields [9], except that the
traversed cells would have triangular rather than rectangular cross-sections. We would
like to choose a base geometry that is general enough to be geometrically expressive,
but restrictive enough that such a traversal algorithm is feasible.
Because they are so often used in practice, three obvious choices are NURBS surfaces, subdivision surfaces, and implicit surfaces such as metaballs. Since all three of
these primitive types are quite different from each other, it is desirable to find a common
representation that they could all be converted into. The only obvious choice for this
common representation is a triangulated mesh, to which it is straightforward to convert
for NURBS and subdivision surfaces, and at least feasible for implicit surfaces [14].
For this reason we choose triangles as our base geometry. To ensure that the displaced
surface is continuous, we use shared vertex normals and displace along normals computed via barycentric interpolation (i.e., Phong normal interpolation [13]). Although
more general displacements are useful [10], we leverage this restriction on the direction
of displacement to create a simpler algorithm than would be possible otherwise.
We strengthen the restriction of a bound on the displacement to limit the range
of possible displacements so that any resulting displaced surface is unable to intersect
itself. Each point in the valid region corresponds to exactly one position and displacement value on the base triangle. This restriction means that each region has only one
set of neighbors, another requirement for a simple traversal algorithm. It also means
that the first intersection found will be the closest intersection to the ray origin.
Our displacement framework assumes there is a point p on an underlying surface
which is displaced in the direction of the normal vector n(p) by a displacement function h(p) (Figure 3). For a triangle with points p0 , p1 , p2 and corresponding normals
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Fig. 3. A simple displacement by function h in the normal direction creates a new curve in 2D.

Fig. 4. Icosahedron with displacement pushing each point to a sphere, N = 1, 4, 100.

n0 , n1 , n2 the bilinearly interpolated points and normals p and n are:
p = αp0 + βp1 + γp2 ,
n = αn0 + βn1 + γn2 ,
where (α, β, γ) are the barycentric coordinates on the triangle, so α + β + γ = 1. Our
displaced surface pd is thus:
pd = αp0 + βp1 + γp2 + h(αp0 + βp1 + γp2 ) (αn0 + βn1 + γn2 )

3

Ray Intersection

Our ray intersection test is similar in spirit to intersecting a ray with a height field using
a regular grid over the base plane. We will take advantage of an implicit triangular grid
formed by the barycentric coordinates. We choose a subdivision amount N (Figure 4)
and use dividing lines αi = γi = βi = i/N for i = 0, ..., N which creates N 2 grid
cells for each triangle. Each grid cell generates one displaced microtriangle, as shown
in Figure 5. The grid is regular on the base triangle, but due to the interpolated surface
normals, it is irregular throughout space. Although it is irregular, our restrictions limit
the range of the displacement function h() to the interval [−m, +M ] where a traversal
algorithm is possible.
Much like standard grid traversal algorithms, there are two phases to the algorithm.
First the start point must be initialized. Next the grid must be traversed, checking each
cell for an intersection with the triangle it contains. The traversal algorithm will be
described first in order to determine the quantities that need to be initialized.
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Fig. 5. The base triangle and four displaced microtriangles generated by setting the subdivision
parameter, N , to 2. The volume for the maximum displacement is also shown.

3.1

Traversal

Assuming we will be able to initialize the traversal algorithm, we focus first on how
to do an efficient traversal. This traversal is conceptually simple, however the use of
triangles complicates the indexing. For each cell entered, the microtriangle is generated.
If it is hit, the traversal is over, if it is missed, the next cell must be determined and a
new microtriangle generated. The new triangle will differ from the previous triangle
by exactly one vertex. This means that for each step through the grid we need only
evaluate the expensive displacement function once.
A position in the grid will be labeled by a triple, (i, j, k), corresponding to the lines
of constant barycentric coordinates α = i/N, β = j/N, γ = k/N . The indices sum to
either N − 1 or N − 2 depending upon whether the triangle is a lower triangle or an
upper triangle as shown in Figure 6. The classification into lower and upper determines
how the vertices are generated given the indices. For a lower triangle, the barycentric
lines corresponding to indices are the edges of the triangle. For an upper triangle, the
barycentric lines corresponding to the indices touch the triangle only at the vertices.
This is not as neat as other possible numbering schemes, however it means that each
triangle differs from its neighbors by one in exactly one index.
Each microtriangle is represented by three displaced points, a, b, and c, with the
order chosen such that the ray is assumed to have entered the cell passing through the
side corresponding to edge a, b. The next cell to be tested can be marked based on
which index will change and if the index will be incremented or decremented. This flag
can be represented as {iplus, jminus, kplus, iminus, jplus, kminus}, and depends upon
the orientation of the current triangle and which side of the cell the ray exits through.
By knowing how the ray entered the current cell, there are usually only two options for
how the ray leaves the cell. The exception for when the ray exits through the face it
enters is handled by the initialization code and will be discussed later. These options
can be checked by seeing on which side of the line determined by c + snc (the far
point and its normal) the ray passes, as shown in Figure 7. If the above list of choices
is viewed as a ring, the next possible choice is either the next flag in the ring, or the
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Fig. 6. Barycentric indexing for N = 2 and N = 3. When moving between adjacent triangles,
exactly one index changes by one. For a given triangle, this change has the same sign for all
three edges. The “upper” triangle for a given (j, k) is the one with the smaller i index.
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Fig. 7. The ray o + tv passes between the normals at a and b. It will leave either between the
normals at a and c, or between the normals at b and c. This can be tested by whether the ray
passes left or right of n. It goes to the left of the line c + tn if v · (n × (o − c)) is negative.
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previous flag in the ring.
The traversal can be terminated by checking if the (i, j, k) values are the same as
the stop cell (ie , je , ke ) determined by the initialization phase. We also terminate the
traversal if the ray exits the volume. The traversal loop can be expressed in pseudocode
as follows:
Ray ray
// ray, including valid interval for t
Vector3 a,b,c
// microtriangle vertices, ordered
Vector2 uva,uvb,uvc
// (β, γ) for each vertex
Vector3 cNormal
// normal at vertex c
int i, j, k
// indices of current cell
bool rightOfC
// flag used to determine next cell
LastChange change
// where change is one of:
// {iplus, jminus, kplus, iminus, jplus,kminus}
float delta = 1 / N
while(true)
if TriangleIntersect(ray, a, b, c)
intersectionNormal = (b-a) × (c-a)
return true
if EndCell(i,j,k) return false
rightOfC = ((cNormal × (ray.Origin() - c)) * ray.Direction() > 0)
if(rightOfC)
a = c, uva = uvc
else
b = c, uvb = uvc
// Take advantage of numbering. 5 = −1 mod 6
change = AdvanceType((change + (rightOfC ? 1 : 5)) % 6)
if(change == iminus)
if (−− i < 0) return false
uvc = Vector2((j+1)*delta, (k+1)*delta)
else if(change == iplus)
if (++ i ≥ N ) return false
uvc = Vector2( j*delta, k*delta)
else if(change == jminus
if (−− j < 0) return false
uvc = Vector2( j*delta, (k+1)*delta)
else if(change == jplus)
if (++ j ≥ N ) return false
uvc = Vector2( (j+1)*delta, k*delta)
else if(change == kminus
if (−− k < 0) return false
uvc = Vector2( (j+1)*delta, k*delta)
else if(change == kplus)
if (++ k ≥ N ) return false
uvc = Vector2( j*delta, (k+1)*delta)
(c,cNormal) = GetPoint(uvc)
3.2

Initialization

The initialization phase of the algorithm must determine where in the grid the traversal
algorithm starts and ends. The volume through which the traversal takes place is shown
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in Figure 5. The top and bottom of the space are bounded by triangles, the sides are
bounded by bilinear patches.
Before the start and end cells are determined, the subdivision amount N must be
found. This can either be fixed for the displacement map, N = C, or made adaptive,
based on projected screen area. We allow either, and compute the adaptive size based
on the area and an estimate of the distance to the camera, with a user defined Nmax .
The initialization phase must determine the correct index (i, j, k) for starting the
traversal. In standard grid traversal algorithms the traversal may start anywhere inside
the grid. This clearly makes sense and would be ideal, but determining the index given
an arbitrary point is equivalent to determining the barycentric coordinates and displacement (height) for the point. The computation involves solving a cubic equation, and the
method seemed to have numeric problems. Our solution is to treat the ray as an infinite
line and find the place where that line enters the volume and where it exits. This can
require a longer traversal than necessary, however unlike uniform space subdivision in
ray tracing, where the grid bounds the environment or a complex object, the displaced
triangle tends to occupy a relatively small fraction of the scene, so most rays will pass
completely through the volumes of most triangles.
The start and end points are the smallest and largest intersections of the ray with
the volume. If the intersection point is on one of the bilinear side patches, one of the
barycentric coordinates is zero, and the u parametric value found while intersecting the
side can be used directly to determine the other two. If the intersection point is on
one of the triangular end caps, the barycentric coordinates of the intersection point are
exactly what is needed. The index for the grid cell is then (bα ∗ N c, bβ ∗ N c, bγ ∗ N c).
The last part of the initialization is to determine which face of the cell the ray entered
from, so that the traversal algorithm can determine the appropriate next cell. This is
given if the intersection is on one of the bilinear sides, however it is not given for the
top or bottom boundaries. In this case, the bilinear walls of the cell can be checked. As
the ray entered either the top or the bottom, the side hit will be the side the ray leaves
from. It is valid to assume the ray entered from either of the other two sides. If the ray
does not hit any sides, then this cell is the end cell as well, so the parameter does not
matter.
3.3

Complications

There are some complications created in using a traversal algorithm to walk through
an irregular volume filled with many small triangles. The first and most significant is
that the sides of the volume are not planar and the ray may intersect one twice. This
means that the traversal may exit the grid without reaching the correct stop cell. More
importantly, the intersection with the surface may lie in the second interval within the
volume. The initialization code can be modified so that if the ray hits one of the bilinear
sides twice, and no intersection is found in the first interval, then the traversal is called
again with a new start cell determined by the second intersection point.
A second complication occurs due to the sides of the grid cells being non-planar.
The first way this could cause problems was briefly mentioned while discussing the
traversal. Geometrically, the ray can enter a cell briefly, and then quickly return to
the first cell. This does not happen in our algorithm because of the way the traversal
chooses the next cell; the ray passes on the same side of both point-normal pairs for
that side, so the ray never enters the cell. In terms of Figure 7, although the ray could
possibly intersect the bilinear patch along edge bc twice, our algorithm ignores the double intersection and chooses the cell on the other side of edge ac. For certain extreme
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Fig. 8. An icosahedron with a smoothing displacement that only uses the vertices and vertex
normals for the triangle being displaced for N = 1, 4, 100.

configurations, it is possible that the ray may actually intersect the microtriangle in the
missed cell. Because the cells in general do not exactly bound the microtriangles, it is
possible the ray should have hit the neighbor’s triangle even if the ray misses the bilinear wall of the cell. Due to the small size of the microtriangles, and the significantly
smaller size of the potentially missed piece, we have not noticed any significant errors
caused by this problem. One solution would be to grow the triangle slightly in the
triangle intersection test, a solution sometimes used to prevent cracking in simple triangle meshes. We chose not to do this because in our experience, expanding geometry
eventually causes it’s own set of problems.
A final issue to consider is that this method has the potential to create very small
triangles. Some of the standard triangle intersection tests use epsilons that may be not
be suitable for the size of the input. This can cause microtriangles to be falsely missed.
The intersection algorithm is implemented entirely using four byte floats. Although
there are occasional rays that miss the surface, these problems are about the same frequency as those often found in ray tracers using simple polygonal objects.

4

A Smoothing Displacement Function

Since we have a mechanism to create images with displacements, it is useful to have a
displacement that creates a smooth mesh. This would allow rendering smoothed versions of tessellated models with or without additional displacements. To make the problem as local as possible, we assume the smoothing displacement only has knowledge of
a given triangle’s vertices and vertex normals. Knowledge about neighboring triangles
would allow a smoother surface, but we leave that as future work. Our goal is to create
a simple smoothing displacement as a proof of concept. Although examining how to
smooth triangle meshes has been examined by many researchers (e.g., [7]), our problem is different in that our function must have the algebraic form of a height function
in barycentric coordinates with respect to barycentric interpolated normals.
We would like the displacement to interpolate the triangle vertices, and have a
smooth tangent plane on the transition between two adjacent triangles. This implies
a number of constraints:
•
•
•
•
•

the surface must depend only on the vertices and vertex normals,
the surface must be smooth over the triangle,
the surface must interpolate the vertices of the triangle,
the surface normal at each vertex must match the prescribed vertex normals,
the tangent plane along each edge of the surface must match that constructed on
an adjacent triangle, so that joined patches meet with G1 continuity.
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The final requirement listed above is the one which is the most difficult to satisfy, because Hermite (derivative) interpolation is more difficult to enforce over a line than
at single points. We use the Coons patch approach to construct our surface. First,
boundary curves and prescribed tangent planes are constructed using ordinary Hermite
interpolation. Then we use transfinite interpolation to construct three surfaces which
interpolate the boundary curves and tangents along two of the edges. These three surfaces are blended in such a way as to preserve the derivatives and remove the “bad”
edges from the final surface. The surface will be constructed in terms of barycentric
coordinates. The approach applied to an icosahedron is shown in Figure 8.
Note that in our entire discussion the vertex normals are assumed to be outward
facing and unit-length. However, the interpolated normals are not necessarily unitlength, i.e. they are not automatically renormalized.
4.1

Surface Construction

The general problem of determining the boundary curves and the surface curves are
special cases of the following interpolation problem: given two points p0 and p1 , as
well as associated normals n0 and n1 , find a function of the form
p(t) = (1 − t)p0 + tp1 + g(t) [(1 − t)n0 + tn1 ] .
which interpolates surface points p0 and p1 with tangent normal to n0 and n1 at the
endpoints. If p(t) is to interpolate the endpoints, then g(0) = g(1) = 0. We compute
the required values for g 0 (t) at the endpoints and apply Hermite interpolation.
Derivative interpolation requires that the tangents p0 (0) and p0 (1) lie in the plane
normal to the n0 and n1 , respectively, which amounts to requiring p0 (0) · n0 = 0 and
p0 (1) · n1 = 0. We have
p0 (t) = p1 − p0 + g(t)(n1 − n0 ) + g 0 (t) [(1 − t)n0 + tn1 ]
and consequently
[p0 − p1 + g(0)(n0 − n1 )] · n0
= [p0 − p1 ] · n0
n0 · n0
[p0 − p1 + g(1)(n0 − n1 )] · n1
= [p0 − p1 ] · n1 .
g 0 (1) =
n1 · n1
g 0 (0) =

(1)
(2)

The height function g(t) is then constructed from the endpoint derivative values and the
Hermite basis functions:
g(t) = g 0 (0)H13 (t) − g 0 (1)H23 (t)

(3)

where Hi3 are two of the cubic Hermite basis functions:
H13 (t)

H23 (t)
4.2

=

(1 − t)2 t

=

(1 − t)t2 .

Boundary Curves

The first step in the construction of the surface is to construct three boundary curves
which interpolate the endpoints and derivatives (from the vertex normals). The edges
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of the triangle are parameterized in terms of a single barycentric coordinate as follows:
p0 p1
p1 p2
p2 p0

↔
↔
↔

(1 − β, β, 0)
(0, 1 − γ, γ)
(α, 0, 1 − α).

Each is therefore a univariate function and the cubic Hermite interpolation described
in the previous section may be applied. The height function on the endpoints is necessarily zero, and if we assume the vertex normals are unit vectors, the boundary height
functions have the clean formulation
h(1 − β, β, 0)

= n0 · (p0 − p1 )(1 − β)2 β
− n1 · (p0 − p1 )(1 − β)β 2

h(0, 1 − γ, γ)

= n1 · (p1 − p2 )(1 − γ) γ
− n2 · (p1 − p2 )(1 − γ)γ 2

h(α, 0, 1 − α)

(4)

2

(5)

2

= n2 · (p2 − p0 )(1 − α) α
− n0 · (p2 − p0 )(1 − α)α2 .

(6)

We have used the same letter h for all three edges because in effect the above equations
represent the desired height function restricted to the boundaries. The Coons patch
approach “fills in” the rest of the surface function in a meaningful way. The actual
boundary curves are computed as
p(1 − β, β, 0) =
+
p(0, 1 − γ, γ) =
+
p(α, 0, 1 − α) =
+
4.3

(1 − β)p0 + βp1
h(1 − β, β, 0) [(1 − β)n0 + βn1 ]
(1 − γ)p1 + γp2
h(0, 1 − γ, γ) [(1 − γ)n1 + γn2 ]
αp0 + (1 − α)p2
h(α, 0, 1 − α) [αn0 + (1 − α)n2 ] .

(7)
(8)
(9)

Edge surface normals

To apply the Coons patch technique, the partial derivatives of the surface at the boundary curves must be specified. We do this by constructing a surface normal along each
boundary curve, in a way which is dependent only on the two vertices and vertex normals of the edge so that the surface normal will be compatible with an adjacent triangle
sharing the edge and vertex normals.
By definition, the surface normals at the vertices are simply the corresponding vertex normals. The surface normals along the edges, however, must be perpendicular to
the tangents of the boundary curves constructed in the previous section, but this still
leaves one degree of freedom. There are two obvious candidates for the surface normal:
the interpolated normal along the edge, and the boundary curve normal obtained from
the second derivative. But neither works. The interpolated normal does not generally
match the curve tangent along the edge, while the curve normal fails to match the the
vertex normals at the endpoints. So we use a normal constructed as
NS (α, β, γ) = [T(α, β, γ)×n(α, β, γ)]×T(α, β, γ)
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(10)

where T is the tangent vector to the boundary curve, and n is the interpolated normal
on the edge. The tangent vector is simply the derivative of the boundary curve; in terms
of the expressions above, these derivatives are
∂p
(1 − β, β, 0) = p1 − p0 + h(1 − β, β, 0)(n1 − n0 )
∂β
∂h
(1 − β, β, 0) [(1 − β)n0 + βn1 ]
+
∂β
∂p
(0, 1 − γ, γ) = p2 − p1 + h(0, 1 − γ, γ)(n2 − n1 )
∂γ
∂h
(0, 1 − γ, γ) [(1 − γ)n1 + γn2 ]
+
∂γ
∂p
(α, 0, 1 − α) = p0 − p2 + h(α, 0, 1 − α)(n0 − n2 )
∂α
∂h
(α, 0, 1 − α) [αn0 + (1 − α)n2 ]
+
∂α
where
∂h
(1 − β, β, 0) =
∂β
−
∂h
(0, 1 − γ, γ) =
∂γ
−
∂h
(α, 0, 1 − α) =
∂α
−



n0 · (p0 − p1 ) 3(1−β)2 − 2(1−β)


n1 · (p0 − p1 ) 2β − 3β 2


n1 · (p1 − p2 ) 3(1−γ)2 − 2(1−γ)


n2 · (p1 − p2 ) 2γ − 3γ 2


n2 · (p2 − p0 ) 3(1−α)2 − 2(1−α)


n0 · (p2 − p0 ) 2α − 3α2 .

By construction, the boundary curve tangents are perpendicular to the vertex normals
at the vertices, so equation (10) matches the direction of the vertex normals. Also
by construction, the surface normal is smooth on the edges, and only depends on the
two incident vertices and vertex normals, so an adjacent triangle with the same vertex
normals will have matching edge normals. Substituting the appropriate derivative for
T in Equation 10 produces a viable surface normal on each edge. This construction
therefore provides a viable edge surface normal, as long as neither the tangent vector
nor the interpolated normal is zero.
4.4

Interpolated Surfaces

Given the boundary curves and associated surface normals, we can create a surface over
the triangle using the “loft” operator
P0 h(α, β, γ)

= H03 (t)h(α, 1 − α, 0)

+ H13 (t)h1 (α, 1 − α, 0)

+ H23 (t)h1 (α, 0, 1 − α)
+ H33 (t)h(α, 0, 1 − α)
12
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Fig. 9. Left: Transfinite interpolation along a line of constant α. The parameter is either β/(β +
γ) or γ/(β + γ), depending on the direction. Right: The resulting interpolated curves form a
surface on the triangle.

where
t=

γ
.
β+γ

The operator takes the boundary function and returns a surface (defined over the entire
triangle) formed by Hermite interpolation along lines of constant α, as shown in Figure 9. The values of h1 are the directional derivatives of h, in the direction of constant
α, and correspond to the derivatives g 0 computed in equations (1) and (2). The normals
na and nb are the edge surface normals ns (α, 1−α, 0) and nS (α, 0, 1−α), respectively.
The surface function P0 h interpolates both the boundary curve and the surface normal on the two edges p0 p1 and p2 p0 , but only interpolates the curve on the edge p1 p2 .
Surfaces P1 h and P2 h are constructed similarly; each Pi has the proper interpolation on the two edges adjacent to vertex i, but not on the opposite edge.
4.5

Blending

The traditional Coons patch approach is to combine the lofted surfaces Pi using Boolean
sums in a way which enforces the correct interpolation on all three edges. An alternative approach, which we follow, is to blend the three surfaces using Hermite blending
functions. That is, the final height function is computed by blending the three surfaces
hb (α, β, γ)

= b0 (α, β, γ)P0 h(α, β, γ)
+ b1 (α, β, γ)P1 h(α, β, γ)
+ b2 (α, β, γ)P2 h(α, β, γ)

(11)

using appropriate blending functions bi .
To see what blending functions are required, consider the edge p0 p1 where γ = 0.
The surfaces P0 h and P1 h have the proper behavior on this edge, but P2 h does not. We
must therefore have both the blending function b2 , and its derivatives with respect to α
and β, be zero for γ = 0. Again we are in the realm of Hermite interpolation; we blend
based on the function
f (t) = 3t2 − 2t3
which has f (0) = 0, f (1) = 1, and f 0 (0) = f 0 (1) = 0. Furthermore, f satisfies the
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symmetry relation f (1 − t) = 1 − f (t). Our blending functions are
b0 (α, β, γ)

=

b1 (α, β, γ)

=

b2 (α, β, γ)

=

f (α)
σ(α, β, γ)
f (β)
σ(α, β, γ)
f (γ)
σ(α, β, γ)

with σ(α, β, γ) = f (α)+f (β)+f (γ). (This denominator is included so that the blending functions always sum to 1, and remarkably enough, is necessary for the derivative
interpolation to remain valid.)
There is a great deal of repetitive computation in the above exposition. In our implementation, we have a single function which, when passed two vertices and corresponding unit normals, returns the height function of the interpolated curve. A similar
function returns the surface normal. Another function effects the P0 h surface function by evaluating the boundary curves at (α, 1 − α, 0) and (α, 0, 1 − α) and applying
Hermite interpolation. This function is called three times, each time with the vertices
“cycled”, and the resulting three height values are blended according to the blending
function.
The Hermite interpolation was done with respect to the contrived edge surface normal NS in this exposition, but that surface normal could be anything, as long as it
matches the vertex normals. For example, if one of the edges of the triangle were part
of a “crease” in a mesh, the edge surface normal could be different than that of the
adjacent triangle.

5

Results

We evaluated our system on models with a large number of displaced triangles. Additionally, we wanted to verify the robustness of the algorithm under fairly extreme
displacements. All scenes were rendered in parallel on an SGI O2K with 250 MHZ
R1000K processors using a fairly standard Monte Carlo path tracer in order to capture
shadows and indirect lighting effects.
The image in Figure 1 shows an icosahedron with high frequency displacements of
roughly half the sphere radius. Without a smoothing displacement, the outline of the
icosahedron would be visually obvious.
The second example is a piece of pottery containing 4680 initial triangles. The final
displaced pottery is shown in Figure 10. For this scene N was fixed at 80. The 4680
initial triangles would have generated 30 million triangles if the geometry had been
represented explicitly. Note that instancing would not have helped here. The image
shows global illumination and shadowing effects on the grooves that would not have
been possible either with bump mapping in a ray tracer, or without a global illumination
framework. The 640x480 image was rendered using 256 paths of length 4 per pixel, and
took roughly 24 CPU hours to run.
The final example is a small section of terrain data consisting of roughly 55,000
thirty meter cells. The resulting 110,000 triangles have been displacement mapped with
an expensive displacement function based on several uses of the turbulence function[11]
and is shown in Figure 11. The viewpoint is set near the ground, roughly at eye height
for a person. The amount of subdivision was determined adaptively for each triangle.
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Fig. 10. A vase modeled with 4860 triangles showing interreflection effects. Generating all
displaced microtriangle would have resulted in 30,000,000 triangles.

Fig. 11. A terrain dataset with 110,000 initial polygons shown without displacements on the left.
Right, with Nmax = 3162 and a procedural displacement map. Instantiating all the geometry
would have resulted in more than 1,000,000,000,000 triangles.

Because of the view, the foreground must be subdivided a large amount. We set Nmax =
3162, resulting in ten million potential microtriangles per input triangle (approximately
1cm wide microtriangles). The maximum N is achieved and needed for the left quarter
of the image, where some facets can still be seen. Storing all 1012 triangles would
have required about 100 terabytes. Our implementation requires roughly 10 megabytes
for the terrain data. The 1200x900 image was generated with 36 paths of length 2
per pixel. Total CPU time was 43 hours. We believe that optimizing the algorithm
and displacement function could reduce this time, as could changing the assumption
in the ray tracer that object intersections are cheap, so testing objects multiple times is
acceptable.
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6

Discussion

The algorithm presented in this paper can produce ray traced images of displacement
mapped geometry without resorting to explicitly stored tessellation or numerical rootfinding. The goal of our system is to be able to render models with large amounts of
displaced geometry. If the resulting displaced geometry is small, explicitly generating
all polygons and putting them into a general acceleration scheme should prove faster.
Our approach benefits from processor speeds continuing to grow faster than memory
speeds and sizes, and provides a viable alternative to geometry caching schemes and
numerical root finding.
We view this work as a proof-of-concept. There are potential numeric stability
problems with the traversal. There are many areas where efficiency could be improved.
Adaptively determining the subdivision amount, N , provides some performance benefits, however, there are two problems that can occur. Changing the level of subdivision
for two adjacent pixels may cause some tearing. We are conservative in choosing the
subdivision level, and haven’t seen any artifacts due to this. A potentially more serious problem occurs when the displacement maps are used to represent surfaces such
as brushed or scratched metal. Reducing the subdivision level can result in significant
changes in appearance, even if the geometry itself is subpixel. In this case, we would
like to carefully replace geometry with BRDF as discussed by Becker and Max [2].
Our current spline-based smoothing displacement function ensures that the base
tessellations can be converted to smooth surfaces. The smooth surface is not always
desirable, particularly in regions of high curvature or where the triangles have poor
aspect ratios. It may take more information about the surface than we allowed in the
restrictions from Section 4 to eliminate these problems. A more global interpolation
scheme could ensure higher orders of continuity or a more intuitive fit to the data.
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Appendix: Proof of Smoothing Properties
To prove that the blending does create the proper surface function, let hb be the blended
height function defined in equation (11), and suppose h is an arbitrary height function
with the desired boundary derivatives (consistent with the surface normal given in equation (10).) We show the derivatives of hb match those of h. We will restrict attention to
the edge with γ = 0, and the other edges will follow from symmetry. For simplicity, we
write hi for Pi h, and leave off the explicit dependence on the barycentric coordinates
in all expressions.
On the edge γ = 0 we have α+β = 1 and as f (β) = f (1 − α) = 1 − f (α) we have
f (α) + f (β) = 1 and σ(α, β, 0) = 1. Thus b0 = f (α), b1 = f (β) and b2 = f (γ) = 0.
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Consequently, we have
hb

= b0 h0 + b1 h1
= f (α)h0 + f (β)h1
= [f (α) + f (β)] h
= h

the last equality coming from the fact both h0 (α, β, 0) and h1 (α, β, 0) interpolate the
boundary height function on the edge.
We prove the derivative interpolation by showing all the directional derivatives of
the blended hb surface match those of the boundary surface h itself. In barycentric
coordinates, a directional derivative in the direction d = (dα , dβ , dγ ) (where the components sum to zero) is
h d = dα

∂h
∂h
∂h
+ dβ
+ dγ
∂α
∂β
∂γ

It therefore suffices to show the partials of the blended height function hb are equal to
those of the boundary height partials. (The partials of the boundary function h have not
been explicitly formulated, only implicitly in terms of the edge surface normal, but their
explicit values are not needed to show that they match those of the blended function hb .)
The partials of the blended surface evaluate to
∂hb
∂h0
∂h1
∂h2
∂b0
∂b1
∂b1
= b0
+
h0 + b 1
+
h1 + b 2
+
h2
∂α
∂α
∂α
∂α
∂α
∂α
∂α
∂hb
∂h0
∂h1
∂h2
∂b0
∂b1
∂b1
= b0
+
h0 + b 1
+
h1 + b 2
+
h2
∂β
∂β
∂β
∂β
∂β
∂β
∂β
∂hb
∂h0
∂h1
∂h2
∂b0
∂b1
∂b1
= b0
+
h0 + b 1
+
h1 + b 2
+
h2
∂γ
∂γ
∂γ
∂γ
∂γ
∂γ
∂γ

The partials of the blending functions on the edge are
∂b0
= f 0 (α) − f (α)f 0 (α)
∂α
∂b0
= −f (α)f 0 (β)
∂β

∂b1
= −f (β)f 0 (α)
∂α
∂b1
= f 0 (β) − f (β)f 0 (β)
∂β

∂b2
=0
∂α
∂b2
=0
∂β

∂b0
=0
∂γ

∂b1
=0
∂γ

∂b2
= 0.
∂γ

Substitution, combined with the identities f (α) + f (β) = 1, and the observation that
the relevant partials of h0 and h1 are equal to those of h on the edge (by construction)
it follows that
∂h
∂hb
∂h
∂hb
∂h
∂hb
=
,
=
,
=
∂α
∂α
∂β
∂β
∂γ
∂γ
and thus the blending produces the proper surface.
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